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From the CEO
Hello!
We keep moving forward because our work and the work
of thousands of other Ukrainian companies support the
country's economy. Today it is more important than ever.
Ukraine has to keep on delivering.
JEVERA continues to introduce new means of
communication with customers and partners. Many of you
read our blog, where we share our expertise in software
development. We work together with tech guys and
management to deliver high-quality pieces based on
practice, not pure theory.
We also understand that you do not have much time to
search for a topic that interests you among terabytes of
content. We decided to help.

Anna Tyschenko
CEO @ JEVERA Software Solutions

We are launching a quarterly magazine JEVERA MAG. You
are looking at the first issue that we have dedicated to
Digital Transformation because this is what we have 12years-long experience with. We have plenty of knowledge
to share.
In the magazine, we have collected the juiciest articles
from the world of technology: MVNO in retail and telecom
as an alternative revenue stream; last-mile delivery of
Ukrainian volunteers, and how their approach can help
businesses conduct door-to-door delivery.
Thank you for supporting us and #StandingWithUkraine.
Enjoy reading.
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Introduction To Legacy Systems Migration
Updated: Dec 7, 2021
Software migration in all its manifestations is a mushrooming trend. Just look at it: cloud migration services market
size will grow 515.83 billion by 2027 compared to 2019. Meanwhile, the data migration market is predicted to enrich
over $10.9 bn by 2025.
As seen, it's necessary to be on the same wave with partners and competitors. Here, we offer to dig deeper into the
reasons, advantages, and options of migration, analyzing relevant case studies.

The Place Of Legacy Migration in IT Modernization
Strategy
Legacy products are everywhere. Gartner defines them as "information systems that may be based on outdated

technologies, but are critical to day-to-day operations."
But the adjective "legacy" is not just about the age of software or its tech stack. When a new application is inefficient
and needs improvement/complete replacement, it's also legacy.

However, legacy is not a sentence, and you can use (and most likely already use) such apps without significant harm to
your business. However, there are situations when it is impossible to do without drastic measures. For example, in the
case of:
the unreasonably high total cost of ownership
time-consuming maintenance
limited software functionality
poor data protection
violation of regulations
In other words, if legacy software significantly affects the business development and/or the IT department efficiency, a
business resorts to migration.
Legacy migration is a transition from a legacy product to a new one developed or supported by popular technology.
There are two main types of migration: lift-and-shift and business transformation.
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In the first case, legacy migration is initiated by the IT department. Engineers conclude some software maintenance is
cumbersome, and working with it is a technical bottleneck. This inconvenience does not greatly affect the business
development. However, it is an obstacle to flawless operational activity.
Business transformation is initiated by management. It's a response to inefficient software operation, affecting a
commercial activity. For instance, a fast-growing company uses a monolithic architecture that increasingly signals
limited scalability capabilities. Management may decide to use the benefits of microservices, which can provide more
agility and facilitate business expansion.

Options Of Legacy Enterprise Systems Modernization
The migration variations are directly dependent on the business requirements. When a legacy product transformation
was initiated, the question "What's next?" can arise. Transition assumes two core scenarios: legacy system migration
and legacy system modernization. To spot the difference, we spoke to Ievgen Chupryna, Software Architect at JEVERA.

Legacy System Migration
One-Shot Migration

M: Ievgen, there are two options for legacy system migration: one shot and parallel run. Let's begin with the first one.
Could you please explain what is a one-shot migration and how it performed?
I: Sure. One-shot migration involves the transition of the entire
infrastructure at one point in time. The company has to switch to a new
holistic robust product, which functionality has been thought over for
approx. 1.5 years before the development itself. One-shot migration
requires a large, coordinated set of actions from a vendor who
performs it. Cooperation usually takes place on a fixed price basis.
From an architect's point of view, the simplest picture of one-shot
migration is as follows.
The company has a basic A system, a legacy B system, and a new B1
system. The task is to switch from B to B1 in one moment without
negative consequences.
Sometimes making changes to A system can be costly or even
impossible. Therefore, in addition to the new B1 system, a company
may need a proxy. Here proxy will make B1 interfaces similar to the legacy B system's interfaces. The proxy will also be
a sort of buffer, hiding from system A that it no longer works with system B. It will process requests from system A to
system B, automatically directing them to system B1. The proxy presence will reduce the total cost of migration and
keep system A as is.
Everything would be too simple if the migration process is limited to adding a proxy. To make the proxy work, a vendor
needs to create customization modules that would make B and B1 systems the same in terms of business rules. To
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achieve it, a customer is obliged to "freeze" legacy system B: not to add anything new, on the contrary - to remove
everything bulky. Thus, only if B = B1, a transition can take place.

The next stage of migration is new product testing. Testing process organization is one of the most time-consuming
ones on a project. Often vendors create a copy of the new system B1. The proxy proceeds some requests from system A
and routes them to B1. So, this way, you can check the system's strength and the validity of any component: billing or
business rules, for example.
The one-shot migration process itself consists of several tasks:
to overlap flow requests to system A
to switch from legacy system B to new system B1
to turn on the traffic for further processing by proxy and B1.
М: Who uses such an approach in practice?
I: One-shot migration is the perfect case. It is used by industries like telecom, where industry protocols standardize
communication between systems. In other words, one-shot migration is the right way when one system operating
following standard protocols is changed to another system operating following standard protocols.
Sometimes you need to switch from a simple ready-made legacy SMS center to the new one. Here one-shot will also
apply.
At last, it is possible to use this approach migrating ERP or CRM, for instance. To perform it, a vendor must have
relevant expertise and create 90% of connectors for such migration itself. Consequently, the supplier will dig deeper
only in 10% of the legacy product specifics. Meanwhile, in this case, we are talking about the high cost of services.
M: So, in all other cases, the business tends to parallel-run migration, am I right?
I: Absolutely. Sure, one-shot migration has undeniable advantages, like:
one moment switching
fixed price terms of cooperation
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often, relatively low cost.

More about Monolith Contact Center Migration here.
However, there are reasons why management avoids using it.
1. It is not always business-friendly. Earlier, we talked about the need to "freeze" legacy system B. Its timing is
equal to the development cycle duration. If we are talking about a 12 months project, you need to freeze the
legacy but the working system for the same period. Commercial activity will suffer from it.
2. A one-shot migration project requires effort. It is necessary to make a leap and spend significant efforts on
development & testing to further move to quiet maintenance.

Because of these issues, for a majority, the one-shot way seems unreasonable. Therefore, companies prefer parallelrun migration.
Parallel-Run Migration

M: Since the parallel run migration is a widespread option, I suggest dwelling on it. What is its peculiarity, and how is it
performed?
I: The main difference between parallel run and one-shot migration is the gradual transfer of functionality. Parallel run
migration project consists of several phases, the cooperation between parties conducted on time-and-material terms.
Parallel run migration provides simultaneous legacy B and new B1 systems operation. Functionality from system B
migrates to B1 in a limited volume, the system A interacts simultaneously with B and B1.

Here, companies use middleware, acting as a switch. When a vendor transfers part of the functionality to B1, the
middleware automatically switches the processing of the relevant A system's requests to B1. Meanwhile, the legacy
system continues to process the rest of them. It happens until the vendor completely transfers the functionality to B1.
After that, the middleware begins to perform the function of the above buffer.
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In telecom, the parallel run migration algorithm looks like the following:
a subscribers migration strategy creation
customization of functionality required to serve a group of subscribers
testing of a new system
group of subscribers transition
monitoring of further systems' operation
You may also like: Middleware For Digital Business Transformation

M: When is it advisable to use parallel run migration?
I: Almost always. It is more thoughtful and secure. Any enterprise would prefer to move step-by-step through the
minefield, always having an escape route. Specifically, this option is suitable for migrating large infrastructures that
cannot be switched at once. It also applies if a business domain could be split and operate in different systems, for
example, by subscription type (pre-paid, post-paid). When a company has a large audience, it should use a parallel run
too. Perhaps the new functionality will not suit everyone - it is the risk of customer loss.
M: What are the pros and cons of this approach?

I: A business benefit of parallel run migration is obvious: it doesn't cause an extended downtime. In this case, a client
also needs to "freeze" the legacy system. But such a period lasts a couple of months. Compared to the situation when
the downtime period is equal to project duration, this perspective is more tempting.
Moreover, the parallel run migration minimizes the risks of failure. If the new B1 system does not cope with the flow,
you can always return to legacy B.
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There are also disadvantages to this approach:
it is usually more expensive than one-shot migration
unfortunately, a gradual transfer of functionality is never fast
it requires double operation effort for both new and legacy systems

Legacy System Modernization
M: What about legacy system modernization? What is the difference between migration and modernization?
I: Imagine a situation where part of the legacy app is efficient. But the work or appearance of some components is
causing significant difficulties, for example, inconvenient interfaces. Or a company wants to keep the functionality but
migrate to a new stack since the product has become difficult to maintain. In this case, it makes no sense to take
drastic measures. Here, it is better to recode an app using a modern tech stack, improve an interface, remove
inefficient features and add new ones making software more valuable for the business. If migration is a global process,
then modernization is updating the base with new functionality.

Conclusion
Before diving headlong into migration, you should investigate the issue and define if it's an effective solution. Share
your problem with us to receive advice on whether migration is an appropriate approach in your case.
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Is Legacy Migration Just About Tech Side
Improvement?
Updated: Mar 18

When did you think about migrating from legacy
software? Probably when technical drawbacks tried to
spoil your business achievements. Some managers
are confused by the high operating costs. Others don’t

J

I

have enough people to deal with complicated
maintenance.
3
Ultimately, migration is the solution to business
Privacy policy
issues performed in the technical field. Ask involved
JEVERA Software · Is Legacy Migration Just About Tech Side Improvem…
engineers how the legacy software worked before and what the new one is capable of. They will provide you with a
clear and detailed answer since the results of tech transformations can be noticed almost immediately.

Top management considers migration as work for
the long term. For instance, at the end of the
quarter, a company will feel a decrease in
operational costs, or over time, it will discover
that processes have become more streamlined.
I suggest looking at the benefits and risks of
migration through a business lens. What does it
give an enterprise? Can it be considered the
central engine of development? Let's find the
answers below.

How Legacy Migration
Affects Business Development
Business and the migration process should always stick together. Any change at a technical level is initiated or
approved by the business side. It serves as a means to achieve a specific business goal. Therefore, migration will affect
the company's prosperity. The only question is “How?”.

In 2019, CGI reported that over 1,500 responded executives made modernizing app portfolios a high priority. Any
upgrades to existing software or its replacement with a new one include migration as a milestone. Why do companies
need it?
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The most common problems with legacy software are:
expensive maintenance
integration issues
data silos
complicated support procedures
employee burnout
Enterprises want to eliminate them, often mistaken migration for a lifeline. Indeed, it’s not bad. However, I have to
warn you: migration is not a panacea. When performing it, a business has to sacrifice something or take risks.

What Benefits & Challenges Does Legacy Migration
Bring To Business?
Significant Project Costs - Savings and Higher Revenue
Often, companies delay migration because of the necessity of investment. The truth is, nobody avoids it. A new system
requires building robust maintenance flow and infrastructure development. Otherwise, it will not operate as it should.
But don't you spend too much on maintaining and repairing your legacy system?
An advantage of migration is that it allows an enterprise to save resources and even get additional profit. By
modernization or introducing a new product, a company optimizes current processes. It enables management to
spend less, speeds up a time2market, etc.
Moreover, boosted software can collect customer data that helps increase sales or transform the business model. In
practice, an enterprise has many options to extract commercial benefits from migration. All of them cover the project
costs in full.
Example
Recently, we finished a new online delivery calculator for our partner and performed a migration from the legacy one.
It took a lot of effort from both sides. But now, 10 mln customers can receive their purchases without any issues.
Customer loyalty leads to improved customer experience and e-commerce development. Due to it, the client will
expand its audience and get more profit respectively.
You may also like: Farewell to Legacy Technologies: Delivery Calculator Case Study

Migration is not a guarantee of absolute success - Updated systems are more convenient to manage
Unfortunately, the migration process alone will not transform your business beyond recognition. It is a way to
eliminate certain bottlenecks and make processes transparent.
You will have to change the existing software to a base for migration. Moreover, legacy systems are usually tied with
processes. The last ones should be improved or completely changed to work effectively in new conditions.
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Meanwhile, modern systems are always convenient in maintenance and lightweight. This circumstance will affect your
business and employees. Moving towards digital transformation, you will see how a series of migrations can change
the current state of affairs.
Example
We used to support long-term relations with our clients. One of them recently began to implement its digital
transformation strategy. As seen, one migration cannot provide a needed level of confidence in further business
operation.

So, our team improves the company’s software step-bystep, transiting data to new systems. We’ve already
performed a migration to a newborn order management
middleware and contact center software. A logistics
management system is as follows.
My point is companies never stop after one system
improvement. They try to change everything their
business needs without a rush. Now, both employees and management feel what "business-process optimization"
means and how it affects customers.
You may also like: Contact Center Software Migration To Microservices: Engineering Case Study

Employee Training - Work Optimization Impacting EX
Did you know that legacy software is not always about product age? Any solution people don't use is considered
outdated. Yes, the core value of software lies in its functionality and convenience for employees.
When changing from one system to another, you should consider your staff attitude and level of training. In this case,
management is often frightened by employees' unpreparedness or ambiguous perception of something new. That's
why a company needs to educate people and explain why traditional things are changing in favor of something
innovative. It is a challenge.
On the other hand, the result of migration is the above process optimization. It means that your employees will spend
less time on routine tasks and devote more resources to performing fascinating tasks. This approach will prevent
burnout and allow people to feel their professional growth. The employee experience will be improved.
Example
One of our clients, a convenience store chain, experienced issues with the legacy Point of Sale system. It was arduous
for employees to deal with a complicated interface and serve a large flow of buyers. The software was so
incomprehensible that the onboarding process lasted for months, distracting experienced employees from their core
duties. Sales dropped, staff burned out, customers were unsatisfied with slow service and employee mistakes.
The company decided to migrate to a new POS with a built-in self-service module. It meant that employees had less
work to do. Consequently, it eliminated almost all the issues. Staff mistakes decreased by 21%, upsales grew by 13%. -
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Remember, I said about extra revenue from migration?
However, changing the service is a significant change in
working conditions. For conservative employees, it's real
torture. Therefore, the client made every effort to educate
people and explain the feasibility of innovations.
An employee-centric approach is crucial in such cases. It
shows that a company respects its people and tries to help them adapt.
You may also like: POS System Software: From A to Z

What Is a Migration: an Engine of Progress or a
Development Tool?
I often come across stories where journalists describe software migration as the engine of company development.
Perhaps it is. After all, you cannot organize a 10-minute delivery service without appropriate transformations.
But what about the source of the initiative? Migration is just a way to achieve business goals established earlier. When
the last ones are a motivation to change something.
For example, an enterprise strives to transform its business model and create a cross-industry service with a different
domain representative. But the main obstacle is the outdated system. What should the enterprise do? - Of course, find
a more suitable product and migrate. Through this process, the company can implement its strategy.
If a migration points the further development direction - it does not lead to any specific business goal meeting here
and now. It's a process for process's sake.

The Bottom Line
Business needs to migrate and implement new products. Sooner or later, this need becomes relevant for every
company. If you feel it now, don't postpone migration. Every day of inaction equals lots of missed business
opportunities.
You should not be afraid of all the above risks if you have an experienced team performing migrations daily.

If you are still looking for it — write to us about your issue. Our experts will dig deeper into your conditions and advise
on the most suitable way to solve it.
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No More Mistakes in Legacy Migration:
Eliminating Core Delusions
Updated: Mar 18

Legacy migration topic became the closest thing for
businesses. The entire world migrates to new tech

J

stack, cloud, microservices. Sure, the competition

N

requires actions, and companies believe legacy
migration is a solution.
Meanwhile, some enterprises still doubt whether to
take the first step towards new opportunities or not.
Others tried to migrate, but the result didn’t meet
their expectations.

3
Privacy policy
JEVERA Software · No More Mistakes In Legacy Migration: Eliminating …

What did they do or are doing wrong?
Here, we’ll discover what mistakes about legacy migration can damage business and lead to project failure. Find
handy tips on how to avoid them below.
You may also like: Introduction To Legacy Systems Migration

Top Widespread Mistakes Companies Make About
Legacy Migration
“What for?”
The first question some of your stakeholders might ask after hearing about legacy migration is, “What for?” Sometimes
the business side can’t understand such an initiative from tech specialists.

The first thing managers should do is to discover “What for?” Are you sure your business requires legacy migration?
Does outdated software slow your enterprise development down? What damages does it cause?
Legacy migration should be a deliberate decision. It’s not about hype or a rat race. Unfortunately, companies forget
about it, and it’s the crucial mistake that can lead to project failure.
You may also like: Is Legacy Migration Just About Tech Side Improvement?

“Maybe later?”
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The other side of the coin: management knows that legacy
migration is vital for an enterprise but postpones its performance.
Various reasons come to mind:
“a migration can lead to downtime”
“we afraid to lose our audience”
“we’re not sure the project will be successful”
“nobody will help us in the way we need”
Yes, legacy migration is always risky. But when you have a choice:
slow down your business or migrate, choose the last option. The
right approach to this process will help avoid factors that scare you
to death.
You may also like: How Outdated Software Leads to Retail Opportunity Loss

“We’ll forget about it. It is Augean stables”
Legacy systems are complicated. They could be designed 10 or 20 years ago. Specialists who created them might be
out of business now. So, new engineers don’t know for sure what features such software has, and how changes might
affect the entire infrastructure. So, is it better to leave it alone and pretend that everything is great? - Of course, it’s not.
Just unravel the tangle and do it like a jeweler. It’s difficult, that’s why you should:
divide the legacy system into components
explore its connections with other software
discover the most crucial system components to start with
predict risks that updates might bring
create a detailed roadmap on how you’re going to migrate
and not to forget about new project documentation when performing a migration

“We’ll deal with it with no help”
Managers might be sure they can perform a migration with in-house engineers. Sometimes it works, and it’s a great
twist when employees have relevant expertise. But it’s the exception, not the rule. In-house specialists don’t face
legacy migrations daily.
They need to perform a deep investigation to discover how an outdated system works, what it contains, etc.
You have to organize quality training to show how to migrate in the right way.
These efforts are costly and time-consuming. That’s why companies prefer to hire an outsourcing company, use an
outstaffing option or involve a dedicated team. This way, they save time & money, gaining versatile expertise in the
field they need.
You may also like: Can Business-Side & Developers Reach Common Ground?
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These efforts are costly and time-consuming. That’s why companies prefer to hire an outsourcing company, use an
outstaffing option or involve a dedicated team. This way, they save time & money, gaining versatile expertise in the
field they need.

“An updated system is a guaranty of immediate skyrocketing”
“Why not? We’ve invested in it!” Management upset is reasonable. Sure, we expect that one legacy migration can solve
all the issues our company suffers. But one updated system is not a guarantee of seamless enterprise operation. Don’t
apply it to current business processes. New software needs a new environment it will operate in.
One way or another, you’ll tailor all systems and procedures to the updated software (don’t forget that the legacy one
is Augean stables affecting countless processes).
When finishing a legacy migration project, you might discover it’s not enough. That’s why avoid a superficial project
estimation from the very beginning. Dig deeper into your processes, learn peculiarities of connection with an out-ofdate system and start migration step-by-step, considering both the core software and its interaction with other
infrastructure components.

“Dear colleagues, you’ll get used to the new software”
Stop neglecting your employees and their perception of changes. Believe me or not, they determine how useful the
updated software will be. When your staff isn’t ready to interact with a new system, you can immediately transfer it to
the legacy products group. ROI will be equal to zero.

Prepare your specialists for new conditions, explain why such measures are needed and how innovation can make
their job easier. Teach them how to work with an upgraded system, and they will do it using all software benefits.
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The Bottom Line
There’s no room for mistakes in the legacy migration process. They will cost you clients, reputation, effort, and
investment. Considering others’ experience can provide an immense advantage: it will forearm your company.

If your legacy migration project is arduous to cope with by yourself, drop us a line. We’ll apply our knowledge and
expertise in this field to achieve efficient results together.
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How Businesses Can Deal With the Last
Mile Issue: Suggestions from Ukrainian
Volunteers
The business world has been plunging into a supply chain crisis. Its peak was during the coronavirus. It would seem
that in 2022 it will disappear somehow, and all will go back to pre-pandemic times. Indeed, in some manner, that
happened.
But another powerful wave, washing away the usual patterns of supply chain operation, became the war in Ukraine
unleashed by the Russian Federation. Businesses have faced geopolitical changes and new challenges requiring a
fresh approach to the supply chain organization.
One of the core issues this war has revealed in the supply chain is the last mile one. Usually, a software upgrade helps
cope with it. But even the most intelligent digital product needs pre-settings of behavioral scenarios.
Here you read a few stories from Ukrainian volunteers delivering humanitarian aid across the country. They shared
their experience on which scenarios for solving the last mile issue might be efficient.

Last Mile Issue in Delivery and Supply Chain: Key
Details
What is the last mile issue?
Let’s remember what customers are used to when it comes to delivery? That's right - it should be fast and cheap or
even free. They receive it when ordering a food delivery through services like Glovo or Uber Eats. Stores & restaurants
are located several kilometers from the house. The cost of such delivery is minimal, and the time is limited to 30
minutes.
The issue arises when shipping is complex and consists of a few stages. Alaa Khamis, Ph.D., AI & Smart Mobility
Technical Leader at GM, defines its last 11 miles or 17 kilometers as the most challenging for companies and clients.
According to Business Insider, "last-mile delivery costs are substantial — comprising 53% of the total cost of shipping."
It means that door-to-door delivery is too costly. The reasons are the remoteness of some settlements and the lack of
transport infrastructure there.
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As seen, enterprises spend significant resources to ensure last-mile delivery. Suffering from it, some companies refuse
door-to-door shipping, forcing customers to get to the nearest hub on their own. Such obstacles significantly affect the
customer experience. So, this way, entities might lose both investment and clients.

What are the reasons?
The last mile issue has always existed. And it always had the same reasons: the above geographical peculiarities, as
well as the lack of effective route planning, legacy supply chain management software, etc. But this year, it has
changed a bit. Rather, the reasons that exacerbate this problem have changed. Among them:
supply chain challenges caused by COVID-19
a rise in fuel prices
disorientation of management because of the dynamic situation in the world
the invalidity of supply chain modernization strategies because of global, unexpected changes
shortage of goods and the necessity to establish new business relations (which means building new efficient
shipping routes as soon as possible)
Now enterprises should cover these issues & reduce the negative impact of the last-mile problem in crisis conditions.
Otherwise, their competitors will do it faster and leave them far behind.

How Companies Can Solve the Last Mile Issue:
Borrowing the Ukrainian Experience
Flexible involvement of reliable third-party delivery services
19

Story # 1 by Victor
“Humanitarian aid delivery arises from the great desire to help somehow. For the first few days, we donated to
Ukraine’s defenders. Then we understood that an impressive amount of Ukrainians around lacked food or clothing. We
began to provide our friends and relatives with them. The next step was to expand the circle of suppliers and
recipients. Two weeks later, our volunteer organization For Ukraine to Win processed requests from 7 battalions,
several humanitarian groups, and the Armed Forces of Ukraine.
The main challenges of humanitarian aid delivery in Ukraine are:
dangerous conditions throughout all the territory
hard-to-reach regions to which the aid needs to be delivered
the human factor, which sometimes fails and leads to fraud
Fortunately, we are overcoming all these obstacles owing to a wide range of reliable people solving the last mile issue
and delivering humanitarian aid to its destination.”

What lesson can businesses learn from it?
The only ones who can handle this problem for you are local delivery services that can get to hard-to-reach regions.
Thus, companies should expand their partnerships with delivery services, choosing only the most reliable ones.
Through agreements, you can reduce last-mile costs and get support from services that will deliver your goods in the
way you would deliver them.

The proper route planning & optimization
Story # 2 by Dmytro
“Hi, I’m Dmytro, a radio host, stand-up artist, and volunteer. I am staying in Kyiv to help vulnerable sectors of society
locally. It would seem that this is just one city - it's not a big deal. But countless roadblocks and traffic jams make the
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delivery difficult.
Every eve, I build my route for the next day and calculate the approximate time for delivery. Google Maps helps me a
lot with it. It would be arduous for me to do without optimization since lots of people are in need.
I know the city well - it makes the process easier. But still, the proper route shortens my trip by a few hours.”
What lesson can businesses learn from it?
Supply chain optimization is vital. It could help companies cut costs, make shipping efficient, and cover a large area.
Managers should apply robust software to cope with it. Due to this approach, an enterprise can reduce the last mile
issue scale and improve customer experience.

Connection with all involved parties
Story # 3 by Sergiy
“We have a broad network of volunteers. Some of them collect donations and look for the necessary goods. The rest collect orders for delivery. We are engaged in the supply of humanitarian aid and equipment from Poland to all
Ukrainian regions.
Here, it is necessary to keep in touch with all the people involved: volunteers, drivers, and recipients. At the moment,
the delivery service is dangerous. A force majeure can happen at any moment. Therefore, we are all connected 24/7 to
report the slightest changes in the schedule or conditions.
We trust all the people with whom we volunteer. These are our relatives and friends, so we are convinced of their
reliability. I have heard that other volunteers take pictures of humanitarian aid to track its delivery. It is handy practice
because the volunteers can see the result of their work and know for sure that goods have been delivered to the
intended destination.”
What lesson can businesses learn from it?
Continuous tracking and communication with involved employees allow managers to approach the organization and
optimization of the supply chain properly. Companies use IoT devices and digital twins to stay abreast of all
movements and conditions.
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Collected data allows enterprises to identify issues and fix them, as well as create accurate predictions.
Communication between involved parties can keep your audience loyal in a case when the last mile is beyond your
power for some reason. Timely notification and transparency help companies retain customers.

The Final Line
As it turns out, we can find examples of perennial business challenges like the last-mile issue in daily routine. But most
importantly, these situations can show managers obvious solutions that are extremely difficult to notice.

If you need help with the last-mile issue or supply chain optimization - drop us a line. Our specialists will apply their
versatile expertise to accelerate the achievement of your strategic goals.
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Did 2022 Change a Paradigm of 5G usage?
How Retailers Apply the Technology for
Business Development
100x faster data transfer speeds, seamless operation of software supporting Industry 4.0 technology, and accurate
data collection. What do you know about 5G technology? It is arduous to find a business media source that has not
devoted at least a dozen materials to the advantages and complexities of this technology. Usually, their most attentive
readers are retailers for whom the digital path is the most reliable way to go beyond the fierce competition.
Major players in the retail market, such as Walmart, Amazon, and 7-eleven, have already implemented the new
generation and received an impressive ROI. At the same time, for small and medium businesses, 5G-based software
remains a dream.
Here, you will discover the most spread ways retailers will use 5G in 2022. Scroll down to find out how the technology
changes the approach to clients & business processes and what weaknesses it eliminates working with half-power.

4 Areas of Development: What Retailers Are Aimed to
Boost with 5G
Companies that already have access to the 5G technology find various options to use it. They are doing well, as
competitors inspired by the results create a shocking demand for the 5G-based software. They try to solve at least one
of the following business issues.

Supply chain efficiency
Each node on a 5G network can support more devices than 4G, delivering significantly higher average download
speeds and lower latency. As a result, it provides a huge potential for supply chain optimization.
5G-based systems allow companies to track shipping in real-time. For instance: traffic jams, weather conditions, and
temperature inside the vehicle. All collected data helps management find drawbacks in the supply chain and eliminate
them.
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Telecom companies like Verizon continue to create 5G IoT solutions for similar purposes. This software enables
enterprises to use both technologies simultaneously, getting the most out of them.
The above synergy opened the digital twin power. Retailers use the virtual copies of their supply chains to optimize
routes and test new ideas avoiding risks.
As seen, accurate and timely data can solve the reason for the current retail crisis since the supply chain issue remains
one of the most relevant here.
You may also like: Why Millions of Fuel Stations Wait for Full-Fledged Digital Twins

Brick-and-mortar stores recovery
It would seem that after the pandemic, only nostalgia can force buyers to go back to brick-and-mortar stores. But as it
turned out, the new generation mobile network is also an effective way. Retailers use 5G-based technologies to
optimize processes, improve service quality and ensure safety inside offline stores.
5G boosts warehouse systems allowing employees to control goods availability. In addition, it empowers AMS, helping
to create a relevant and client-oriented assortment.
And last, but not least, 5G directly affects the customer experience. Just remember about cashier-less stores, smart
carts, advanced loyalty campaigns, etc. Who doesn't love Amazon, Starbucks, or Kroger for it?
Instant data transmission systems usage provides retailers with valuable data on client preferences and behavior. It
helps them keep offline retail afloat.
You may also like: Checkout Software: How Retailers Might Use the New POS Generation
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"30-minute delivery"
Recently, Amazon and Walmart launched ultra-fast delivery from their stores using drones and self-driving cars. It
sparked a boom in software creation for fast delivery.

Lots of companies suffer from their legacy order management systems. They can't cope with a large flow of data and
timely transfer it to other systems. That's why delivery is one of the main weaknesses for retailers. Meanwhile, 5Gbased software can optimize the interaction between buyers and retailers through various channels, the order picking
process, etc. This way, stores can increase their delivery service quality, which, in turn, positively affects customer
experience and revenue.
You may also like: Farewell to Legacy Technologies: Delivery Calculator Case Study

New customer experience
Uninterrupted 5G bandwidth brings opportunities for joining retailers to Metaverse. Owed to AR/VR, business sharks
offer a new digital experience helping buyers to fit different styles, sizes, colors, get real-time feedback, and so on.
Think of the recent collaboration between JD, NikeJD, Nike, and TikTok, when users of the platform could try on new
sneakers by pointing the smartphone camera at their feet. Or remember Nike's “Play New” campaign, encouraging
people to try new athletic activities with AR-lenses on Snapchat.
Of course, all these offers require significant computing power and fast data processing. And 5G can cover it.

The Bottom Line
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5G will provide retailers with a steady, reliable network that can handle peak traffic, real-time data processing, etc.
Such unlimited opportunities allow companies to create client-centric offers and increase customer lifetime value.
The retail industry is dynamic, and with the advent of the new generation, companies should create a flexible strategy
for 5G implementation. Retailers need to keep up with the times, considering their business needs and market
conditions.

If you’re looking for robust custom software supporting 5G technology, drop us a line. Our specialists will advise you
on creating an agile strategy for its implementation, and apply their expertise to build high-scalable solutions for your
business development.
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Checkout Software: How Retailers Might
Use the New POS Generation
Retailers of all business scales have a point of sale - a convenient way to perform transactions & provide tax reports to
relevant authorities. But that is not all.
The powerful and complicated system caught its second wind by turning into checkout software. The new generation
of POS is hidden out of sight. It provides unlimited opportunities for all retail players: grocery and non-grocery stores,
gas station shops, even pharmacies.
My goal today is to show you how the checkout system could work for your flavor, what benefits it will bring to your
business, and what results from it you should expect.

How Checkout Software Behaves in Each Specific
Case
Checkout software for grocery stores
Food retailers are too close to the ultimate goals of digital transformation. That’s why they are putting into practice
what others will only implement soon. Many enterprises like Kroger and Amazon can boast of first-class intelligent
shopping carts performing checkout, or buy now pay later (BNPL) feature eliminating a traditional checkout process.
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But it doesn’t mean that POS or checkout software is out of the boat. This system manages countless processes both
inside and outside a store. It is flexible software able to control online orders processing, different options for
increasing loyal audience, assortment conditions, and cooperation with third parties like suppliers or delivery service
providers.
Grocery stores should ensure a quick service provision. Checkout software can manage self-service points (like the
above smart carts), allowing not only to eliminate queues but also set a cashier-free from routine tasks. Consequently,
customers receive more freedom, and employees optimize their work.

You may also like: POS System Software: From A to Z

Checkout software for non-food retailers
In this area, businesses used the point of sale system more actively, applying it to all processes. Remember how
employees at a clothing store check the needed item availability via a touch-screen device? Or how staff at an
electronics store books the chosen laptop for you by connecting with other shop affiliates in your city?
A POS system is used as a versatile tool for assortment, delivery, trade hall, and back-office control. It was a central
point of management, not just a cashier's workplace. This way, the software here wasn’t about the speed of service
provision. It just couldn’t cope with operations.
Here, the checkout system upgrades the previous POS functionality by making its operation quick and quality.

Checkout software for gas retailers
Checkout system operation here seems a fascinating topic of research. The case is it became a sort of a digital twin of a
fuel station. It recreates all the processes in the virtual environment and allows managing them from one centralized
point.
Employees control all operations, like ordering petrol and grocery items, running equipment, increasing up- and
cross-sales, and even managing their tasks. Well-integrated software components and a convenient dashboard helps
staff avoid mistakes and dig deeper into processes faster
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The work of fuel station employees is quite monotonous, which leads to high staff turnover. Many companies opt for
custom checkout software with a built-in employee gamification module to prevent it. This way, the upgraded POS
can engage employees and allows managers to track KPIs properly.

You may also like: POS Software for Gas Station: Fresh Approach to Old
Standards
Checkout software for drugstores
A Point of Sale system at a drugstore is still a pharmacist workplace integrated with a warehouse system. The
employee checks the medicine availability and performs the checkout procedure. But in the current pandemic
conditions, it’s not enough.
Pharmacies need a versatile POS that can ensure a safe and quality service. Because of checkout software, companies
can create intelligent self-service points, like a Swiss e-commerce pharmacy, Zur Rose, did. They will cover core
employee duties, like checking prescriptions, identifying the symptoms of a disease, and advising the remedy. This
approach will minimize personal contact, prevent infection spread, and increase employee productivity.

The Bottom Line
The crucial difference between Point of Sale and checkout software is scalability and adaptation to new technologies.
The new generation of POS is a young technology. However, enterprises have already been applying it by using flexible
custom POSs. Based on its capabilities, the checkout system can improve customer and employee experience,
optimize processes and increase sales no matter what area of retail will use it.
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Would you like to turn your legacy POS system into a full-fledged checkout software? - Let us know! We’ll apply our
expertise to advise you on the right approach.
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Digital Twins: Engines Of Business
Transformation
Updated: Dec 30, 2021
If you had the opportunity to innovate with minimal risk of failure, would you use it? We suppose that yes. The fear of
making mistakes stands as a Berlin wall between businesses and progress.
So, management should break it somehow.

Digital twin

technology is considered an efficient tool for this purpose. Its
global market size was $3.1 bln in 2020 and will skyrocket to a
shocking $48.2 bln by 2026! So, why is it important? How does
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it both facilitate the creation and implementation of new
ideas? We suggest you spend a few minutes discovering it here.

What Is a Digital Twin And
How It Differs From Simulation

3
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The definition of digital twin
A digital twin is a program that uses data and mathematical calculations to recreate any real object in virtual space.
You've probably heard about non-fungible tokens or the effortless disposal of material resources in digital mode. Many
startups like Paxos are betting on it.

Forbes: a digital twin is a virtual model of a process, product or service.

But what are virtual twins for digital transformation? First of all, they are its engines. Imagine using Industry 4.0
technologies you can create a replica of a gas station or retail store. You would be able to implement and test
innovations in the virtual space without risks. You could evaluate the bigger picture and understand what your
business is missing. Wouldn't that prompt you to start improving your business as soon as possible?
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It may seem to you that the digital twin is nothing more than a simulation. Indeed, they are too similar. But let's sort
out the differences.

The definition of simulation
Following Britannica, “it's a research or teaching technique that reproduces actual events and processes under test
conditions.” The simulation method also uses mathematical calculations. It also allows you to predict the result and
test innovations in an isolated digital mode.

Cambridge Dictionary: a model of a set of problems or events that can be used
to teach someone how to do something, or the process of making such a model.

The main difference between digital twin and simulation results is the ability to be connected with a real analog
during its entire life cycle. Digital twins use IoT and AI technologies to interact with their material copies, receiving
data about their state and operation in real-time. What's more, this tool even lets you manage assets remotely using a
digital copy. It sounds more imposing than regular simulation, doesn't it?

Types of Virtual Twins
1. Digital Twin Prototype (DTP). DTP is exactly the kind of twin that most resembles simulation. It is a model for
testing and analysis made before creating the asset itself. This approach can reduce implementation costs and
identify bottlenecks at the early stage. It is actively used in manufacturing, automotive, and aircraft
construction. In other words, everywhere where companies often implement new tools for efficient operation.
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2. Digital Twin Instance (DTI). It's the second link in the hierarchy. DTI is an exact copy of an asset that allows
companies to analyze its current state and test its performance in various artificially created conditions. It's
often used for retail supply chain improvement or analyzing equipment operation in production. The approach
avoids dangerous situations associated with deteriorating asset performance.
3. Digital Twin Aggregate (DTA). Analyzing one asset's performance is good, but several ones - even better. DTA
enables enterprises to track the interactions between objects and implement new ideas to improve them. It
could be about a few machines in a production hall or all items within a smart city.

Benefits and Value Of Digital Twins
Low operating costs. Identifying potential issues and fixing them at an early stage helps companies save on additional
asset maintenance. Moreover, here digital twin software minimizes the risk of downtime, which can be costly to a
business.
Reducing time to market. A company can create DTP and make advanced testing of digital analog. It helps identify
significant defects, preventing failures in the future, and cutting time to market period.

Emergency prevention. Timely identification of equipment malfunctions saves employees' lives and a company's
reputation. Due to digital twinning businesses keep it on the radar and provide a rapid response to any
inconsistencies.
Flawless data transferring. Using digital twins leads to better integration levels and flawless data exchange. Sure, it
would be difficult to perform without the Industry 4.0 technologies support. Anyway, DT it's a sort of catalyst
accelerating the creation of a unified ecosystem in an enterprise.
Generating new ideas. Tracking the condition of resources prompts management to take new approaches to improve
the current situation. It leads to a less risky and relatively fast digital transformation process.
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Digital Twin Examples
Digital twins can be used in any industry. In manufacturing, they enable control hardware, in medicine - to carry out
complex operations and make revolutionary discoveries, in retail - to improve customer experience and boost goods
turnover. We've put together a few bright examples of how *digital twin applications* help businesses deal with
various challenges.

Real estate & environment protection
Did you know that construction is one of the largest sources of carbon dioxide emissions? Here digital twins can do
more than help build smart cities. They also might reduce air pollution. Using this approach, developers can optimize
the design, construction, and further operation of facilities. Besides, green-oriented management is also applicable to
existing houses. It is enough to place the sensors inside a building, collect all the necessary data, perform
mathematical calculations and create an exact dynamic copy of the object. According to the E&Y report, using digital
twins, developers can save up to 35% of project costs and cut carbon emissions by 50-100%.

Retail
Tony Shakib, Partner General Manager at Microsoft once said, “Digital twins is a powerful tool that can be used
throughout retail — both in the supply chain and in-store.” Holy truth, since digital twins are also about phenomena
digitization. Companies can recreate a dynamic supply chain model and analyze a range of factors: the degree of
danger on the roads, the number of efficient directions, etc. It allows boosting the supply chain with surgical precision.
Also, why not create a digital twin of a store? Such an approach will make it possible to qualitatively track customer
behavior, make predictions, and place goods on the right shelves. For example, using a digital twin retailer could
create heat maps showing where shoppers spend the most time.
In the retail field, this tool solves one more crucial issue - tracking compliance with franchise requirements. Making a
digital copy of a store becomes a lifesaver for the franchisor. It can monitor compliance, taking care of its brand
reputation and uniqueness.

Manufacturing
Unilever actively uses digital twin technology to support an appropriate environment in its manufacturing facilities.
Thus, the company controls the operation of the equipment and optimizes the production process. The management
forms a list of work scenarios and selects the best ones, minimizing the consumption of raw materials and simplifying
staff operation.

Afterwords
As seen, the digital twins' concept is deservedly a widely discussed topic. The technology applies to almost all
industries and wins over with the ability to do business flawlessly. But more importantly, the digital twin eliminates
the fear of something new. Using this approach encourages companies to initiate meaningful changes and implement
them on a tight schedule.
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It’s Better to Rent than to Create. How the
Telecom and Retail Domains Can Benefit
from MVNOs
For the first time, I heard about the strange abbreviation MVNO (mobile virtual network operator) in 2000. That time
was just a start stage for this technology. And looking back, I understand MVNO became one of the oldest ways to
strengthen telecom’s position in cross-industrial partnerships.
End-users still can’t catch the difference between CSP and MVNO. And they don’t need to. It’s not compulsory to know
who provides you with connection services when you can use the flexible coverage no matter where you are. Now,
there is nothing changed for subscribers, except the fact they are using MVNO more frequently. The reason is
enterprises bet on this approach. Following predictions, the global MVNO market will reach $91.6 bln by 2026. In 2020,
experts valued it at $61.9 bln.
Demand creates supply. So, we are here to discover why domains like retail and telecom believe in MVNO efficiency.
Scroll down to enjoy facts, trends, and use cases.

MVNO in Telecom
Why do communication service providers use mobile virtual
network operators?
Telecom uses the MVNO business model in two ways:

They are providers.
CSPs rent to other companies their wireless network infrastructure. This way, they engage a broad audience and
become B2C & B2B oriented. Such a position makes them competitive and, accordingly, increases their level of
income.

They are clients.
Did you know that companies like Verizon, Orange and Telefonica have their MVNOs? They create new brands and try
to engage different segments of their audience. In this case, it’s easier to manage offers, conduct A/B testing or grow a
loyal audience, etc.
Telco operators can also use MVNO business models to fill gaps in their coverage. Let me remind you that MVNO can
connect with one or several infrastructures owned by different providers. This way, CSPs might ensure service
versatility and seamless usage worldwide.
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Pandemic and military conflicts created a global economic & communication crisis. But for telecom operators, it’s a
suitable time to expand their services and support business recovery.

Trends for 2022
1. This year, CSPs will continue to search for their potential clients and retain current ones with MVNOs. They'll
involve other industries like manufacturing in the MVNO network as well.
2. Because of the fierce competition, they will strive to create several MVNOs to stay everywhere and support
competitiveness.
3. The tech boom will become a basis for new services. Telecom operators will implement blockchain technology,
AI, and 5G to satisfy various customer needs ensuring convenience, portability, and data security.

Case study
Who do you think are the core players in the MVNO market? That’s right, telco operators, software providers
supporting MVNO businesses, and enterprises from different industries that use MVNOs.
We’re proud of our long-term partnership with a Belgian telecom company Effortel producing digital products for
physical and virtual MNOs (mobile network operators). It aimed to build robust integration points between core
banking and telco systems.
We supported Effortel with expertise in backend development concerning enterprise app integration. That connection
involved 400 services and allowed the usage of telco accounts like bank ones and vice versa.
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“Thanks to JEVERA’s work, we’re able to serve a vast amount of transactions,” shares Martin Petkov, COO at Effortel.
“Our client has millions of customers, and all those transactions pass through the integration layer, so it’s essential
that it’s available and highly performant at all times. JEVERA has brought their expertise to the table to ensure our
integration layer doesn’t suffer any malfunctions or deficiencies from day one.”

Case Study: MVNO BE Development for Teleco.pdf
Download PDF • 96KB

MVNO in Retail
Why do retailers use mobile virtual network operators?
The retail industry also has great plans for MVNOs. Moreover, it already implements them. Business sharks like 7Eleven, IKEA, Walmart, and others created their mobile virtual network operators to support convenient
communication with buyers and increase their loyalty.
MVNO here is a smart way to provide clients with custom-centric offers, collect their data in real-time, and process
them to discover peculiarities of buyer behavior & experience. This business model is preferably applicable to
enterprises and store chains because they have a broad distributor network.
Mobile virtual network operators help retailers to increase their sales with cross-/up-selling, expand the audience and
upgrade business models. The retail market is too competitive and dynamic. That’s why companies try to use MVNO's
agility to retain buyers, starting with placing custom offers and ending with supporting omnichannel.

Case Study
You probably know that retail could be different. We’re used to highlighting the peculiarities of grocery and non-food
stores. But the case is the fuel retail market is also a fascinating topic to talk about.
A case study by the international consulting company Cartesian caught my attention. They performed deep research
to create a detailed MVNO launch plan for a fuel station chain.
The client aimed to engage buyers and grow market share through the MVNO implementation. It was the right choice
because this approach can ensure close interaction with customers, a direct translation of brand values, and efficient
cross-promotion.

“MVNO offered an economic & reliable business model that could be deployed easily to meet strategic and commercial
objectives,” the Cartesian team believes.
You may also like: Retail Gas Station as a Profitable Business Model
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Afterword
The mobile virtual network operator model is not something new. But it can change following market conditions
remaining popular among telco operators, retailers, and other enterprises. I suppose that the time will show us more
innovative scenarios of its usage soon.

If you prefer to act right now and upgrade your business with MVNO - just let us know. We’ll apply our expertise to
accelerate the achievement of your strategic goals.
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Telecom Legacy Contact Center: The Story
Of Transformation
Updated: Dec 30, 2021
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The global call contact center software market is predicted to reach up
to $424bn by 2023. Companies constantly implement new features
such as voice response or automatic call distributors to ensure on-time
customer satisfaction. Meanwhile, legacy systems slow down business
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development, especially when it comes to the telecom domain. We
suggest you discover what goals the transition can help achieve,
considering the contact center software migration case study.
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Affiliate of a global mobile operator serving 8+ M active subscribers and
managing 300+ points of sale.

Request
The company requested CRM and contact center software creation. Before the transformation, a legacy billing system
contained all subscriber data.
The last one had a desktop interface for contact center, support, and point of sale staff. It did not match current
scenarios of agents' and dealers' actions. To provide elementary services, they had to switch between multiple
systems and simultaneously. Moreover, the interface was slow and limited the ability to customize services, providing
only basic options for ordering and cancellation.
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Consequently, that situation led to a large number of mistakes and reduced employee performance.
JEVERA specialists had to:
migrate subscriber data from the billing system to a new CRM;
create an intelligent web interface for the contact center and points of sale;
improve the security of subscriber data;
develop optimal service processes;
provide multichannel.

Solution
Legacy software migration was challenging because the client decided to migrate data on prepaid subscribers to a
new billing system. Each of these billing systems had its interface. Without proper changes in subscriber data
processing, agents and dealers would have to use a specific interface depending on which billing system the
subscriber belongs to. It would lead to unimaginable confusion. That's why the management, together with our tech
specialists, decided to migrate customer information to a separate CRM system and create an intuitive contact center
interface for employee convenience.
For migration, the engineers used middleware that helped employees abstract from the billing system migration and
perform functions without being tied to that circumstance. Middleware has also consolidated all features related to
customer support and service activation. Due to such an approach, they could be performed through all
communication channels using a single logic.
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Specialists created a clear UI, increasing the accessibility of legacy systems for employees. It made service delivery
more responsive. Security measures also accompanied accessibility. One of the primary system's features was
controlling entry points and partial disclosure of data, depending on the group of specialists and their powers. It
enabled the client to reduce the risk of hacking, considering that 1.5k employees could work with the system
simultaneously.
According to Anna Tyschenko, CEO at JEVERA, the service processes building was the most time-consuming part of the
project.

"We had to work closely with the client-side to think through and describe
processes correctly. Then it was crucial to teach the staff how to use them in the
right way. We also needed to monitor the scenarios' efficiency and make
improvements in some cases."

Consequently, the system completely switched to web interfaces instead of local apps, consolidated subscriber data,
and increased their security level.

Results
increasing of service availability was from 80% up to 99.93%
acceleration of service provision by 2-10x
decreasing the number of mistakes and requests on the help desk by 2x within 5x audience growth

Technologies
Java 11, Jhipster 6.4.1, Spring Boot, Spring Cloud, Redis, Oracle (existing DB), PostgreSQL (new DB). Liquibase,
Hibernate, MapStruct, Jackson, junit5, Mockito, Gradle, Angular, DevExpress.
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Benefits of 5G Technology: What the
World Expects
Updated: Dec 8, 2021
5G technology is explained on how to build an efficient future in a digital environment. The Internet is crowded with
information about new opportunities that it opens for humanity. Anyway, it's not completely clear what the new
generation can offer and how it will affect different areas' progress. Let's try to figure out what the benefits of 5G are
and who should take advantage of them.

How Does 5G Technology Work?
The definition of 5G technology looks: it's the new, most scalable mobile network generation. Nevertheless, this
instrument is quite complicated and multifunctional. Compared with previous versions, it is capable of connecting
almost all devices in the world in real-time. This fact allows businesses to create offers that can meet a wide range of
customers' needs.
Besides, the new generation boasts equally striking features, such as:
the data transfer rate from 20 Gbit/s;
full coverage and the ability to use the network regardless of the user's location;
high bandwidth, which increased five times over 4G;
significantly lower latency in information processing.
Gaining such benefits is possible due to the work of cells, cables, and a set of radio frequencies, in particular
millimeter waves. The cells are located in the most crowded places, for example, in the city center. Cables containing
more than a hundred fibers carry the signal from the cells to the network at a speed of 300,000 km/s.
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According to the Ooka Map, now 5G network is present, and devices are available for consumers in Norway, Uruguay,
and some US, Canadian, and Chinese regions.

Companies Investing In 5G Technology: What Will
They Get?
Telecom. 5G arguably has significant business value. First of all, it is necessary to mention the telecommunications
industry, since it's so sensitive to any such innovations. Based on this, the industry giants as Vodafone, Orange, TMobile, Ericsson have already introduced new developments and are using their pros.
Explaining in plain, 5G is needed so that providers can create flexible digital solutions for different business sectors:
from agriculture to medicine. It is especially important to be among the first adapting new generation realities to
outperform competitors.
Retail. 5G will undoubtedly affect retail, helping the industry retain existing customers and attract new ones. In
particular, this will affect the digital channels of interaction between the seller and the buyer. New technologies will
enable efficient AR/VR usage to make shopping more convenient. Besides, due to 5G technology, the high number of
orders processed, the reaction rate, and other factors directly dependent on the network will improve the customer
experience.
Online retail and logistics will also benefit from recent developments for the same reasons: the high speed and errorfree processing of customer requests.
Among the retailers, which are investing in 5G technology, IKEA, Amazon, Nike, The North Face need to be highlighted.
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Tech Enterprises. Here, 5G will help develop new types of devices that can work more efficiently and quickly.
Enterprises themselves will expand the range of their offerings, creating gadgets that support 5 generation technology.
According to a PwC study, 75% of Americans will have 5G coverage at home or work by January 2021. At the same
time, about 4% of mobile devices will support 5G. Thus, for tech companies, these statistics are an excellent
opportunity to make a difference. This is a significant source of profit based on the steady increase in consumer
demand. Now Intel, Huawei, Nokia, and Samsung offer smart solutions to maximize the 5G usage.
Manufacturing Industry. 5G will give manufacturing flexibility to produce every specific order. The performance will
become higher, optimization - faster, and cooperation between teams - more efficient. The new generation allows
sending and managing vast amounts of data in real-time. All the regulations inside a company can be automated. It
allows spreading factories all over the world and keep a constant wireless connection between them.

5G: Problems of Usage in 2020
Despite bright perspectives and predictions, all business areas are not ready for 5G implementation. During the last 5G
World Summit Cradlepoint survey, 46% of respondents admitted they had done first elementary steps to new
generation usage. As of 2020, the situation has not changed much.
There are several reasons why an effective solution is ready, but there is no way to use it. Among them are:
a small number of devices, supporting 5G;
outdated business development strategies that should be adapted to environment changes;
anxiety for business safety (the case is 5G will also allow hackers to steal data at high speed; to prevent this,
companies must have a high level of cybersecurity);
the high cost of 5G technology implementation;
insufficient coverage around the world.
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Following the CCS Insight Market Forecast 5G Connections, narrowband connectivity within the new generation
becomes commercially available 2023 or even later. Based on the business unreadiness and the unstable situation in
the world, this statement seems close to the truth.
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